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To Whom It May Concern,
A Reference Letter for Caspar Wylie
It’s been a pleasure to have Caspar Wylie as an intern on the Research team at ROLI for 2.5 weeks this summer. I’ve been
impressed by his passion in coding and learning in general, back to the early stage of his interview process. Since the start of his
placement, he has also demonstrated a high standard of commitment with a level of maturity that’s significantly above his age.
The project we’ve designed for him is definitely not trivial, which demands a good blend of understanding of digital music
communication protocols, coding with an unfamiliar C++ toolchain and creatively designing a visually-pleasing and meaningful
demo. From the start of the project, Caspar has quickly grasped the essences of the challenge and managed to methodically
break down the problem into small steps. Steady progresses have been made throughout the short placement, thanks to his fast
learning skills and upfront communication style, which has also helped him to quickly find the right info needed from other
colleagues to overcome specific technical challenges. The MPE Recorder/Visualiser JUCE APP that he created has turned out to
be a very interesting and innovative way to represent the multi-dimensional control data from all ROLI hardware products. With
some small tweaks and tidy-up, the APP could be accepted into JUCE library as one of the example projects for future releases
and made available to public. As a fun bonus point, this project has also won him the “most popular project” title on one of
ROLI’s monthly Hack Days, which are participated by most of the ROLI team members.
As a team, we are very glad to have the opportunity to work with him and see a huge potential in his future study and career. I can
highly recommend him as a young talented programmer for relevant opportunities you may offer. Please feel free to contact me
for further comments via ning@roli.com.

Kind Regards,
Ning Xu
Head of Research
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